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Carl is in the garden 
with his friend, Alya. 

They walk in the garden 
and look at the pets. 

They love pets and play ball 
with Carl’s dog.
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Vincent

It is Carl’s dog. He can play 

with a ball. 

Alya is a girl. She is Carl’s 
friend. She is in Carl’s 
garden. She loves pets. 

Alya

Carl Carl is a boy. He is eight years old. 
There are a lot of pets in Carl’s garden. 
Carl loves the pets. He can play games 
with pets. He has a dog. Carl is together 
with Alya, his friend.
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GLOSSARY

Hello! I’m Carl. I am eight years old. This is Alya. 
She is my friend. We are in our garden now. There are 
my pets in our garden. We love pets. They are lovely.

basket garden rabbit

bird kennel rock

cat kitten roof

dog lake throw a
ball

duck nest tree

fish parrot turtle

frog puppy
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Where are they?

Hello! I’m Carl. I am eight years old. This is Alya. 
She is my friend. We are in our garden now. There are 
my pets in our garden. We love pets. They are lovely.
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	 		What’s	that?

Carl : Look, Alya. This is my dog. It is black and white.
Alya : It’s very fast.
Carl : Yes! It can run fast.
Alya : There are three little dogs in the kennel.
Carl : They are puppies. They are very cute.
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Carl : Look, Alya. This is my dog. It is black and white.
Alya : It’s very fast.
Carl : Yes! It can run fast.
Alya : There are three little dogs in the kennel.
Carl : They are puppies. They are very cute.

Alya : Are there birds in your garden?
Carl : Yes, there are five birds on the tree.
  Can you see the nest?
Alya : Yes, I can.
Carl : They are yellow. There are two 
  big and three small birds.
Alya : Listen! They can sing songs.

Where	are	the	birds?
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Alya : There are two turtles over there.
Carl : They can walk, but they can’t run.
Alya : I like turtles. Do you like turtles?
Carl : Yes, of course.

How	many	turtles	are	there?
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How	many	white	fish	are	there?

Carl : There is a small lake here.
Alya : Are there fish here?
Carl : Yes, there are ten fish. They are orange, 

red and white. They can swim.
Alya : Hey, Carl! What is that?
Carl : It is a frog. It is green 

and it can jump.
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Where are the kittens?

Alya : Where are the cats, Carl?
Carl : The cats are in the basket. It is over there.
Alya : How many cats are there?
Carl : There are three big cats 

near the basket and 
there are five kittens in it.

Alya : Are there cats under the tree, too?
Carl : No, there aren’t.
Alya : What are those?
Carl : They are rabbits.
Alya : Oh! Really? They are very lovely.
  How many rabbits are there?
Carl : There are six rabbits.
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What	colour	are	the	rabbits?

Alya : Are there cats under the tree, too?
Carl : No, there aren’t.
Alya : What are those?
Carl : They are rabbits.
Alya : Oh! Really? They are very lovely.
  How many rabbits are there?
Carl : There are six rabbits.
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Carl : Alya! Look at the duck!
Alya : Where is it?
Carl : On the rock. It is white.
Alya : How beautiful. Can a duck 

swim?
Carl : Yes, it can. It can walk, too.

Where	is	the	duck?
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Carl : Look at the roof, Alya. There is a colourful 
animal on the roof. What is it?

Alya : Well... It is a parrot. Yes! It is a parrot. I like 
parrots. They are colourful.

Where	is	the	parrot?
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How	many	pets	are	there	on	
the	picture?

Alya : There are a lot of pets here, Carl. How nice!
Carl : I love them. I can play games with them when 

I want.
Alya : Can I also play games with them, please?
Carl : Sure.
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What	colour	is	the	dog?

Carl : Let’s throw this ball. My dog can catch it.
Alya : Really? Let’s try!
Carl : Come on, Vincent! Give me the ball.
Alya : Look! Vincent is coming with the ball.
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QUIZ TIME

A. Match the words with the pictures.

1. parrot

2. turtle

3. duck

4. cat

5. frog

c

d

a

b

e

B. Fill in the blanks with “in”, “on” and “under”.

1. The dog is ............... the kennel.

2. The bird is ............... the tree.

3. The rabbit is ............... the table.

4. The frog is ............... the rock.

5. The cat is ............... the box.

6. The fish is ............... the aquarium.
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LET’S REMEMBER!
Read the story again and answer the  
questions.
1. How many dogs are there? .....................
2. What colour are the birds? ......................
3. Which animal is slow? .............................
4. Where are the fish? .................................. 
5. How many cats are there? .......................
6. Are there rabbits in the garden? ...............

Carl is in the garden 
with his friend, Alya. 
They walk in the garden 
and look at the pets. 
They love pets and play 
ball with Carl’s dog.
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 ANSWERS
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3. In the garden.
4. It’s a dog. 
5. They are on the tree.
6. There are two turtles.
7. There are three white fish.
8. They are in the basket.

9. They are white.
10. It is on the rock.
11. It’s on the roof.
12.There are five pets.
13. It is black and white.

 QUIZ TIME 
A. 1-b  2-d  3-e  4-c  5-a

B. 1. in  2. on  3. under  4. on  5. under  6. in

 LET’S REMEMBER!

1. Four.  2. Yellow.  3. Turtle. 
4. In the lake.  5. Eight.  6. Yes, there are.


